
535,192 tokens of (ing), 4% of which (22,100) have been ‘g-dropped’
• clearly much rarer in orthography than it is in speech

Figure 2 maps the polarity (+/-) of logistic regression log-odds by region
• positive log-odds reflect more -in, negative more -ing

Regional stratification clearly mirrors spoken (ing), as reported by Labov 
(2001), with more -in in the south of the US and the north of the UK
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The ‘nominal-verbal continuum’ is absent here 
due to the surprisingly high rate of adjectival   
-in (see Figure 4)

However, this category is predominantly made 
up of expletives such as ‘fucking’, ‘fricking’, 
‘frigging’, ‘freaking’ etc.

• the disproportionate use of -in likely 
reflects the extremely informal register of 
these words

Excluding ‘fucking’ somewhat strengthens 
the evidence for grammatical conditioning

• verbs favour -in at a statistically-
significant level (log-odds=0.41, p < 0.01)

The effect is also more prominent in the US, 
which could again reflect phonological (ing)

• reports of a grammatical category effect 
are inconsistent in the UK (see Bailey 
2015, cf. Tagliamonte 2004)

Figure 5 reveals a negative trend 
between word frequency and -in rate

• infrequent words show more -in
• counter to what we may expect?

This might reflect stylistic properties 
of this particular medium

These low frequency, high -in rate 
words tend to be ‘online slang’ terms 
like ‘nuttin’ (which also shows th-
stopping), ‘pimpin’, ‘frickin’, and 
‘ballin’

These are of course rare in terms of 
s t anda rd , ex te rna l l y - sou rced 
frequency measures (SUBTLEX), but 
their use signals an informal style 
that favours g-dropping

• covert prestige and identity 
construction?Figure 2: Regional stratification of -in in US states by polarity of logistic regression log-odds

Figure 4: Rates of -in by grammatical category and variety Figure 5: Rates of -in by zipf-frequency and variety

Three aspects of its variation are considered:
• regional distribution: -in favoured in the north of the UK 

and in the southern US states (Labov 2001)
• grammatical conditioning: -in favoured in verbs, -ing in 

nouns (Houston 1985)
• effect of word token frequency: reportedly absent for the 

variation in speech (Abramowicz 2007)

So weird how like a potato can taste so different just by cookin it in an 
oven rather than boiling it - it's the same food, #themindboggles

So_RB weird_JJ how_WRB like_IN a_DT potato_NN can_MD taste_VB so_RB 
different_JJ just_RB by_IN cookin_VBG it_PRP in_IN an_DT oven_NN …

52.955481  -1.152948

2,000,000 tweets - 20,693,233 words

• Fully POS-tagged using twitie-tagger, with a 
reported 91% accuracy (Derczynski et al. 2013)

• Geotagged with latitude and longitude coordinates, later 
discretised into regions using polygonal boundary files 
and a point-in-polygon Python function (see Figure 1)
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Figure 3: Measures of income by region (U.S. Census Bureau 2013; Office for National Statistics 2014)

To what extent does this reflect regional differences in socioeconomics?
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